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CHAPTER 7 

THE GREAT PATRIOTIC WAR: 1941-1945 

The horrific experience and losses that the country experienced bit
 
so deeply into people's souls that just exploring its impact alone
 
took many long years. I
 

Operation Barbarossa exploded on 22 June 1941 and all Russian and the Soviet 

Union were plunged into its greatest crisis. Nazi Germany invaded the USSR in spite of 

their secret peace, the Molotov-Ribentroff non-aggression pact. It immediately became 

known as the Great Patriotic War---the struggle for national survival. Millions were 

killed and half the occupied cities and villages were destroyed. Few people emerged 

unscathed. For the most part artistic effort was completely sublimated to the war effort 

along with many of the extremities of Soviet Communist ideology, which were 

abandoned for the moment. 2 

On that fateful day Arkadi Plastov was out in the fields painting a study for, The 

Dogrose in Bloom, when he returned to his village he learned of the war. His son, 

Nikolai A. Plastov dolefully records the tenor of that day: 

1 remember the uneasy bothering, carts with dirty-faced tractor drivers, having 

arrived directly pom the fields, the sizable crowd nearby the Village Soviet, 

sobbing women. At about three 0 'clock in the afternoon the howl was already all 

around the village,' a heart-rending daring song could be heard somewhere,' and 

a word that was hard to understand was repeatedly uttered, a word that 

inexplicably and at once turned upside-down our life, split asunder eachfamity,' 

the word was mobilization.J 

But, somehow, in the midst of it all art still bloomed. In August 1941 an 

exhibition during the siege of Leningrad opened at the State Museum of Fine Arts in 

101ga M. Baker, 2001, p.25. Once when asked about the impact of the French 
Revolution upon world affairs, Frederick Engels commented, "I don't know, it's too early 
to tell." It takes generations before the outcome is fully known on any momentous event. 
2 Sjeklocha and Mead, 1967, p.46. 
JTatyana Plastova, Plastov, 2006, p.31. That very day 150 men left immediately for the 
war, not more than twenty of them came back. Almost every young man painted by 
Plastov in the 1930s was killed in the war. 
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Moscow entitled' Works of Leningrad Artists in the Days of the Great Patriotic War'. 

Then, in November of that terrible first year, the All-Union Exhibition of Painting, 

Sculpture and Architecture, 'The Great Patriotic War', opened in the State Tretyakov 

Gallery. About 250 artists showing some nine hundred works were exhibited (the art 

collections of the Tretyakov Gallery were evacuated to Siberia). This 'normalcy' proved 

to be morale building during 'difficult times'. 

In the Winter 1941/2 the Battle of Moscow raged, but by spring the City was 

secure and the German offensive blunted. In June 'The Poster of the Great Patriotic of 

War' exhibition was organized by the State Lenin Library with four hundred posters 

shown at Dikhachev House of Culture in Moscow. The importance of the military theme 

was established by July of 1942 with the exhibition 'Works of Moscow Artists in the 

Days of the Great Patriotic War' at the State Museum of Fine Arts in Moscow. 

The most costly fighting with the Germans took place between July 1942 and the 

winter of 1942-43. The entire world watched Stalingrad with apprehension as the bitterest 

battle in world history raged. It was the "capital of the war" during those fierce months. 

With its conclusion, the success of the war was secured for the USSR. During the winter 

of 1943 the' Siberia to Front' exhibition, organized by the Tretyakov Gallery, was shown 

in Novosibirsk. Beyond and beneath the obligatory optimism masking a certain sense of 

loss irradiated a 'moment of hope' at this crucial juncture in the war. 

By November of 1943 Soviet forces had liberated Kiev and were moving 

westward against the ever counter-punching German Army. Then in February of 1944 

'The Twenty-First Anniversary of the Red Army and Military Fleet' exhibition presented 

works of art by military artists from the M. Grekov Art Studio in Moscow. 

The presentation of the national war effort is perfectly demonstrated in Boris E. 

Vladimirski's sensitive oil, The Farewell (c.1942, plate 55). Here we see the troop train 

ready to take a new recruit away from his young wife and child. It is a poignant reminder 

of the deaths of about twenty million men, which demographically altered the history of 

Russia. 

The story of the Hermitage Museum in Leningrad during the great siege was most 

inspiring. The war had it poignant moments which will last for eternity and the 

Hermitage's contribution was both serendipitous and essential during the 900 dark days 
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of the siege. An interview by Miller Williams of an old curator at the Hermitage records 

the memory of those "difficult times:" 

We thought they would come, we thought the Germans would come, were 

almost certain they would. I was thirty-two, the youngest assistant curator in the 

country. I had some good ideas in those days. 

Well, what we did was this. We had boxes precisely built to every size ofcanvas. 

We put the boxes in the basement and waited. When word came that the Germans 

were coming in, we got each painting put in the proper box and out ofLeningrad 

in less than a week. They were stored somewhere in the Urals and in southern 

Russia. 

But what we did, you see, besides the boxes waiting in the basement, 

which was fine, a grand idea, you'll agree, and it saved the art-but what we did 

was leave the frames hanging, so that after the War it would be a simple thing to 

put the paintings back where they belonged. Nothing will ever seem surprising or 

sad again compared to those imperious, vacant frames. 

Well, the staffstayed on to clean the rubble after the daily bombardments. We 

didn't dream-you know the siege lasted nine hundred days. Much ofthe roof 

was lost and snow would lie sometimes a foot deep on this very floor, but the 

walls stoodfirm and hardly a frame fell. 

Here is the story, now, that I want to tell you. Early one day, a dark 

December morning, we came on three young soldiers waiting outside, pacing and 

swinging their arms against the cold. They told us this: In three homes far from 

here all dreamed ofone day coming to Leningrad to see the Hermitage, as they 

supposed every Soviet citizen dreamed ofdoing. Now they had been sent to 

defend the City, a turn offortune the three could hardly believe. 

I had to tell them there was nothing to see but hundreds and hundreds of 

frames where the paintings had hung. "Please, Sir, " one ofthem said, "let us see 

them. " And so we did. It didn't seem any stranger than all ofus being here in the 

first place, inside such a building, strolling in snow. 

We led them around most ofthe major rooms, what they could take the 

time for, wall by wall. Now and then we stopped and tried to tell them part of 
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what they would see, if they saw the paintings. I told them how these colors 

would come together, described a brushstroke here, a dollop there, mentioned a 

model and why she seemed to pout and why this painter got the roses wrong. 

Then the next day a dozen waitedfor us, then thirty or more, gathered in twos and 

threes. Each ofus took a group in a different direction; Caravaggio, Brueghel, 

Cezanne, Matisse, Orozco, Manet, Da Vinci, Goya, Vermeer, Picasso, Uccello, 

and your Whistler and Grant Wood 

We pointed to more details about the paintings, I venture to say, than ifwe 

had them there. Some unexpected use ofline or light, balance or movement, 

facing the cluster offaces the same way we'd done it every morning before the 

war, but then we didn't pay so much attention to what we talked about. People 

could see for themselves. As a matter offact, sometimes we said our lines as if 
they were learned out ofa book, with hardly a look at the paintings. 

But now the guide and listeners paid attention to everything-the simple 

differences between the first and post Impressionists, romantic and heroic, shade 

and shadow. Maybe this was a way to forget the war a little while. Maybe more 

than that. Whatever it was, the people continued to come. It came to be called., 

"The Unseen Collection. " 

Here. Here is the story I want to tell you. Slowly, blind people began to 

come. Afew atfirst then more ofthem every morning, some led and some alone, 

some swaying a little. They leaned and listened hard, they screwed their face, 

and they seemed to shift their eyes, those that had them, to see a little better what 

was being said. And a cock ofthe head. MY GOD, they paid attention! 

After the siege was lifted and the Germans left and the roofwas fixed and 

the paintings were in their places, the blind never came again. Not like before. 

This seems strange, but what I think it was, they couldn't see the paintings 

anymore. They could still have listened., but the lectures became a little matter-of 

fact. What can I say? Confluences come when they will and they go away. 4 

4 Miller Williams interview of an old curator at the Hermitage Museum (date unknown). 
Copy in the author's possession. 
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War imposed its own themes and they were irresistible. Artists were unable to 

avoid the titanic struggle. Even Plastov ventured to paint, A Fascist Flew By (1942) in 

withered autumn colors after he had been struck with an extraordinary sensation: 

And suddenly something unreasonably fierce, inexpressibly cruel, that was very 

difficult to thoroughly comprehend and understand even with great effort ofheart 

and mind, and that was the inevitably approaching all this silent, lovely, harmless 

life, absolutely innocent life, in order to sweep all this irrevocably away from the 

face ofthe earth without a shade ofmercy, to strike out life forever. It was 

necessary to resist, not thinking about anything else, it was necessary to shout at 

the top ofour voice ... 5 

The war almost forced artists to paint images of daily life untouched by the harsh 

realities of war. Arkadi Plastov remained much of the war in his village ofPrislonihka 

painting everyday village life. During the third year of the war, Nikolai B. Terpsikhorov 

painted a precious picture of home life at the dacha a Russian izba (log house). 

Terpsikhorov's sunny painting entitled, My Wife Nadya (1944, plate 56) captures the 

barefoot Nadya after picking spring flowers, standing barefoot with a book in hand. Who 

would guess that millions were dying in the country-side where other dachas lay? 

Finally on 9 May 1945 the USSR and Allies totally defeated Nazi Germany. It 

was out of the crucible of war that mature and powerful Socialist Realism was forged. 

How many artists with talent, dreams and youth gave their lives during the Great Patriotic 

War? When Germany attacked the Soviet Union, artists were not always accorded special 

treatment, but fought on the front-line as everyone else. 

In the Leningrad Art Union building there are hundreds of photographs on the 

grand stairwell of young artists who died giving service to the Motherland. In the 

entrance of the Repin Institute there is a marble wall on which the names of artists killed 

in action are written in gold. The entire class of 1942 was sent to the front-line without 

any training and barely armed. Few came out alive. 

Some of these were great artists, and it chills and saddens one to think of these 

young people never living out their full artistic potential. What would the heights of 

5Tatyana Plastova, 2006, p.31. The painting was originally called, "There Flew a German 
By". 
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Soviet art have been if this generation of creative souls had been allowed to live? Since 

more than half of the art students died, one can only suppose that the Socialist Realism 

school would have been twice as good. 

Leonid Steele remembers a fellow student at the Kharkov art school who was a 

spectacular talent. His name was Max Rauser and he was all the rage amongst the 

students and faculty. He was of German descent and when the war came German 

nationals were forbidden to enter the army. He convinced the recruiting station he was a 

Jew, since Jewish names in Russia were often similar to German. He was inducted into 

the army. He had poor eyesight and was killed in his first action. Alexey Steele recounts: 

Ever since my dad [Leonid Steele], himselfseverely concussioned in the war, 

can't talk about him in a straight voice. They all had dreams. They all loved 

Velazquez and Rembrandt, Repin and Serov. They all wanted to give everything to 

Art and hoped their names wouldn't be forgotten. They just never had a chance. 6 

Now after many years Russians no longer say that Germans or Germany attacked 

the Soviet Union, but rather in politically correct fashion say it was the Nazi army and 

Fascist government that did. Following the same logic we could say that it was not the 

Russians who defeated Nazi Germany but rather the Communist army who did. It is 

gratifying how the people of the former Soviet Union have forgiven the German people. 

But it took several generations to come to this philosophical point. Psychologically the 

war is still seared into the mind and soul of the Russian people. 

Olga M. Baker tells the story of the Moscow impressionist painter, Stalin Prize 

winner, Repin professor, and Academician, Boris M. Nemenski (1922- ). He had 

served as an officer during the war and saw things first-hand. His painting, On the 

Unknown Heights, he attempted to depict the bitterness of the war by the sadness of two 

dead soldiers-Russian and German: 

Those with the established system ofviews and attitudes met this position with 

hard criticism. It aroused the indignation ofthe Moscow Union ofArtists by its 

evident compassion for the ginger haired, childlike German, whose body was 

lying next to the similar-looking Russian soldier, their fates coupled through 

death. The controversy surrounding this painting led to an important 

6 Alexey and Leonid Steele, notes on book, 12 September 2000. 
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breakthrough in the understanding ofthe values and meaning oflife. Once asked 

about one ofhis war paintings, the artist remarked, "It is not a war painting. it is 
. ·.,,7an antl-war pamtmg. 

Ultimately, World War II not only militarily defeated the Fascism of Nazi 

Germany, but demographically destroyed the Communism of Soviet Russia. 

7 Olga M. Baker, 2001, pp.25-26. 
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Wadjet - Eye of Horus
in hieroglyphs

Eye of Horus

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

The Eye of Horus (previously wadjet and the Eye of the Moon; and

afterward as The Eye of Ra)[1] is an ancient Egyptian symbol of

protection and royal power from deities, in this case from Horus or Ra.

The symbol is seen on images of his mother, Isis, and other deities

associated with her.

In the Egyptian language the word for this symbol was "wadjet".[2][3] It

first was the eye of one of the earliest of Egyptian deities, Wadjet, who

later became associated with Bast, Mut, and Hathor as well. Wadjet was a

solar deity and this symbol began as her eye, seeing everything. In early

artwork Hathor is depicted with this eye as hers also.[4]

Horus was an ancient Egyptian sky god in the form of a falcon. The right eye represents a peregrine falcon's

eye and the markings around it, including the "teardrop" marking sometimes found below the eye. As the

wadjet (also udjat or utchat), it also represented the sun, and was associated with his mother, Isis, and with

Wadjet another goddess, both early sun deities who became associated as aspects of one another, as well as the

sun deity Ra (Re) whose cult arose last. The mirror image, or left eye, sometimes represented the moon and

the god Tehuti (Thoth). [5]

The ancients believed this symbol of indestructibility would assist in rebirth. The Eye of Horus was found

under the twelfth layer of bandages on the mummy of Tutankhamun, an eighteenth dynasty pharaoh.
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also represents Wadjet, the sacred protective 'Eye of Horus' , whose name means 'the green one' or 'she who

makes flourish'.

In arithmetic

In the Ancient Egyptian measurement system, the Eye Of Horus

defined an Old Kingdom rounded off number one (1) = 1/2 + 1/4 +

1/8 + 1/16 + 1/32 + 1/64, by throwing away 1/64. The Eye of

Horus statements created 6-term rounded off numbers. The Old

Kingdom definition had dropped a 7th term, a remainder 1/64, that

was needed to report exact series. During the Middle Kingdom that

included the eleventh through fourteenth dynasties, exact series

definitions and applications were written by creating 7-terms, or

more, written as Egyptian fraction series, often scaled to 1/320

hekat. For example, the Akhmim Wooden Tablet, dated to 2000

BC near the beginning of the Middle Kingdom, wrote quotients in

the Eye of Horus 6-terms, while writing 7th term remainders as Egyptian fractions, scaled to 1/320 of a hekat.

The metaphorical side of this information linked the Old Kingdom six fractions, 1/2, 1/4, 1/8, 1/16, 1/32, and

1/64 to separate parts of the eye, as noted by:

1/2 was represented by smell, symbolized by the right side of the eye in a form of the nose. The pyramid
text says: "Behold [the fire] rises in Abydos and it comes; I cause it to come, the Eye of Horus. It is set
in order upon thy brow, O Osiris Khenti-Amenti; it is set in the shrine and rises on thy brow."

1/4 was represented by sight or the sensation of light, symbolized by the pupil. The pyramid text says:
"Perfect is the Eye of Horus. I have delivered the Eye of Horus, the shining one, the ornament of the
Eye of Ra, the Father of the Gods."

1/8 was represented by thought, symbolized by the eyebrow. The pyramid text says: "...the Eye of Horus
hath made me holy...I will hide myself among you, O ye stars which are imperishable. My brow is the
brow of Ra."

1/16 was represented by hearing, symbolized by the left side of the eye in the form of an arrow pointing
towards the ear. The pyramid text says: "That which has been shut fast/dead hath been opened by the
command of the Eye of Horus, which hath delivered me. Established are the beauties on the forehead of
Ra."

1/32 was represented by taste, by the sprouting of wheat or grain from the planted stalk, symbolized by
a curved tail. The pyramid text says: "Come, the Eye of Horus hath delivered for me my soul, my
ornaments are established on the brow of Ra. Light is on the faces of those who are in the members of
Osiris."

1/64 was represented by touch, symbolized by a leg touching the ground, or what can also be thought of
as a strong plant growing into the surface of the earth. The pyramid text says: "I shall see the Gods and
the Eye of Horus burning with fire before my eyes!"

Fractions of Eye of Horus
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In the Middle Kingdom the 1/64 symbol denoted 'rest' and 'healing' as connected to the hekat, with the word

dja being attached.

The 'Eye of Horus' fractions were further discussed in the Egyptian Mathematical Leather Roll following

elementary definitions that built the Egyptian fraction system. Weights and measure subunits of a hekat were

also connected to Eye of Horus numbers in the quotient, and as an exact remainder, the remainder including an

Egyptian fraction and a ro unit, correcting the Eye of Horus 1/64 round off error. The ro unit, 1/320 of a hekat

was cited in the Rhind Mathematical Papyrus and as applied in the medical texts, like the Ebers Papyrus. A

precise mathematical derivation of ro is found in the Akhmim Wooden Tablet in 1901, but not understood in

its broadest context until 2002.

See also

Eye of Providence: a symbol showing an eye surrounded by rays of light or a glory, and usually
enclosed by a triangle
Evil eye - a widely distributed element of folklore
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